
Liability Waiver/Pre-ETS Approval of Service 
 
I agree to have The Arc Northwest Mississippi as my child’s service provider for Pre-ETS classes. 
 
I have read the Class Descriptions, Class Expectations, and Class Procedures, and I agree to 
adhere to the guidelines given in this document.  
 
I agree to participate in the Pre-ETS classes virtually via our Zoom Platform or in person.  
 
I understand that live sessions may be recorded and contain audio and video instructions.  I 
hereby consent to the recording and possible reproductions of this material for furthering a 
mission of The Arc NWMS through educational or promotional efforts including but not limited 
to radio, television, and internet/social media.   
 
I understand by participating in the Pre-ETS class in-person, video or pictures will be taken.  I 
hereby consent to taking photos or videos of activities that take place during these classes will 
be used for furthering a mission of The Arc NWMS through educational or promotions efforts 
including but not limited to radio, television, and internet/social media. 
 
I do hereby release and hold harmless The Arc NWMS, its officers and employees form any and 
all claims. 
 
I understand and agree that in the event any dispute arises between myself, personally or on 
behalf of my child, and The Arc NWMS, or their personnel, that dispute will be decided 
according to the laws of the State of Mississippi.  
 
By signing this document, I acknowledge that I have read it in its entirety, that I understand its 
contents, meaning and effect, and that I have agreed to its terms completely and voluntarily.  
 
I also acknowledge by my signature that I accept the allocation of risks and responsibility 
between The Arc NWMS and myself set forth in this agreement.  The Arc NWMS is relying on 
my consent to the terms of this agreement in its operation generally and in allowing my child, in 
particular, to participate in Pre-ETS Classes. 
 
 
 
Student Name:___________________________________ 
 
 
Parent Signature:__________________________________ Date:__________________ 
 


